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took everything from memsic name wallpaper to desktops going to have bad time memes Charm has always been an important part of Minecraft, but there are only so many of them that it can be difficult to choose the best ones for your tools. If you want to charm a twill, sword, shovel, bow or other instrument, there are tons of charm to choose from, with
each serving of a different purpose than in the past. Since minecraft fascination can get quite expensive, it's important to know the best ones to aim for and which ones to avoid. These are the best enchantments in Minecraft for every tool, weapon and armor piece. Best Pickaxe Captivating Silk Touch – Lets you pick up exactly what blocks you mine, not the
typical elements they drop. Fortune - Has a chance to multiply the amount of ore you get from mining and increases the chances of rare items such as falling flint from other blocks. Mending – Allows you to restore the pishax using the bullet experience. Efficiency – increases the speed of mining. Unbreakable - Has a chance not to use any of the longevity of
the kishax in mining. Best Axe Enchantments Mending – Allows you to repair the axe using the bullet experience. Efficiency – increases the speed of mining. Unbreakable - Has a chance not to use any axe durability in mining. Silk Touch – Allows you to pick up exactly what blocks you mine, not the typical elements they drop. The best sword fascinates with
acuity - Greatly increases the damage to the sword. Looting - Increasing the number of items that the mob is falling to death. Unbreakable - Has a chance not to use any of the durability of the sword when attacked. Fire Aspect - Adds fire damage to conventional attacks and lights mobs on fire as they are struck by a sword. Mending Enchantment Shovels -
Allows you to repair the blade with the help of Balls. Efficiency – increases the speed of mining. Unbreakable - Has a chance not to use any shovel durability in mining. Silk Touch – Allows you to pick up exactly what blocks you mine, not the typical elements they drop. The best bow fascinates the power - Increases the damage to the arrow. Infinity – Gives
you infinite arrows as long as you have at least one arrow in your inventory. Flame - Causes the bow to shoot the burning arrows. Punch - Increases the knockdown arrow. Mending - Allows you to repair the bow using the bullet experience. The best crossbow fascinates fast charging - Reduces the time it takes to restart the crossbow. Multishot - Allows you to
shoot a fan of three arrows for the price of just one arrow. Unbreakable - Has a chance not to use the durability of the crossbow when firing an arrow. Mending - Allows you to repair the crossbow using the bullet experience. Better Trident fascinates loyalty - Causes Trident to come back to you after being abandoned. Riptide - Moves you forward when you
throw a trident in the water or in the rain. Ealing - Causes a lightning strike when you hit the crowd with a trident during a thunderstorm. Unbreakable - Has a chance not to use the durability of trident when attacked. Mending - Allows you to repair the trident using the bullet experience. Best Shield Enchantment Unbreaking - Has a chance not to use the
durability of the shield when making damage. Mending - Allows you to repair the shield using the bullet experience. Better protection against enchanting helmet - Increases the reduction of damage to the helmet. Breathing – Allows you to breathe underwater for a long period of time. Aqua Affinity - Allows you to view underwater much faster. Thorns -
damages any mob that attacks you. Unbreakable - Has a chance not to use the durability of the helmet when making damage. Mending - Allows you to repair the helmet using the bullet experience. Better protection against czaring the chest - Increases the reduction of chest damage. Fire protection – reduces the damage taken from fire and lava. Thorns -
damages any mob that attacks you. Unbreakable - Has a chance not to use the longevity of the chest when making damage. Mending - Allows you to repair your chestnut using the bullet experience. Best Enchantments Protection Leggings – Increases the harm reduction of leggings. Thorns - damages any mob that attacks you. Unbreakable - Has a chance
not to use the durability of leggings when making damage. Mending - Allows you to repair leggings using the bullet experience. The best Enchantments Protection boots - Increases the reduction of damage to boots. Thorns - damages any mob that attacks you. Unbreakable - Has a chance not to use the durability of boots when making damage. Mending -
Allows you to repair boots using the bullet experience. fall - reduces falling falls Frost Walker - Creates ice blocks when walking on water. Depth Strider - Increases the speed of movement underwater. Best Elytra Enchantments Unbreaking – Has a chance not to use elytra durability when used. Mending – Allows you to restore elytra using the bullet
experience. The best fishing rod Fascinates the Luck of the Sea - Increases the chance to catch treasure and reduces the chance to catch unwanted items. Bait - Reduces waiting times for catching fish. Unbreaking – Has a chance not to use the durability of fishing rods when used. Mending - Allows you to repair the fishing rod using the bullet experience. -
This article was updated on:July 26th, 2020 GAME DEALSGet Twitch Prime For Free Right now and get in-game items, rewards, and free games RELATED THEMES: Our Minecraft Best Enchantments Guide has all the best options for enchanting your armor, crossbow, sword, pickaxe, bow, axe, shovel, Elitra, Fishing Pole, and even your Trident! If you
want more of your charms in Minecraft, then we have all the information you need. Gaining experience you will need quite a few experiences and levels to really charm your gear to the fullest potential! As a bit of a tip for this, you can disappoint with some gear and items you might have lying around in Grindstone. It's a useful way to quickly get some early
levels if you're just trying to finish with some gear. It's a good method if you have a monster grinder or you have some kind of AFK fishing system going on and you have a lot of extra enchanted fishing poles and books. Check out some additional methods of getting XP with our guide here. The best armor fascinates all the armor These charms should be
placed on all your armor! Protection IV – It's a must for every piece of armor you have because it gives you four extra points of armor for each piece you're fascinated by. So, if you have this on all four parts (helmet, chest, legs and boots), you'll get an extra 16 armor. You can only have one enchantment defense on a piece of armor, and that's the best
overall. Mending – If you want your armour to last almost forever, then having menstruating enchantment is very important. If your armor has some of its durability removed, the Mending enchant will restore its durability by consuming the bullet experience you collect. Unbreaking III – Unbreaking gives everything you've charmed a chance for him not to have
his durability lost when used. You want this so that your items don't constantly consume your experience balls because of the charm of Mending. It's just an extra way to keep your items from being humiliating, and hopefully will allow you to avoid losing your armor. Just try not to die in lava pools! Helmet Only Breath III – This enchantment will help you hold
your breath underwater for long periods This is very useful if you are collecting corals or exploring the oceans. Aqua Affinity – Your ability to change underwater is quite slow, this fascination relieves the punishment that is inflicted on you when you go deep. Boots Only Depth Strider III – If you have any plans for all entering the underwater world, then you will
want this fascination. It makes it that way, you've increased the speed when you move underwater, so if you plan to explore coral reefs or do anything to do with oceans or lakes, you'll want it for sure! Frost Walker II - It should be noted, however, that if you don't have plans to go underwater, then you can get frost walker II. This creates a matte ice block when
you walk on water, which will make traveling around a little easier. The solution between the two largely depends on what you do most often in the game. Feathers Fall IV – Falling damage can be quite severe in Minecraft, so feathers falling will help temper the damage you take if you find yourself accidentally launching yourself out of a high area often. The
best sword fascinates the sharpness of the V – gives you a pretty significant boost to melee damage! Smite – Not a bad option or if you basically find yourself fighting against undying monsters. Sweeping Edge III – Increases the damage to your sweep attacks, all buff damage is good when we talk about the sword. Looting III – This will increase the number of
items that can fall from monsters. Unbreaking III – Reduces the likelihood that your item has its durability reduced when used. Mending – Repairing your item if it had its durability goes down when you collect the bullet experience. The best bow fascinates power V – increases your arrow damage, always good at weapons! Unbreaking III – Reduces the
likelihood that your item has its durability reduced when used. Punch II – This increases the amount of kickback that is done when you hit something with an arrow. If you use a bow, you usually want your enemy to be further away from you, and this fascination makes it more likely. Flame - Now you will shoot the burning arrows! Good enough to deal with the
added damage of overtime on monsters and other players. Infinity or Mending – It depends largely on whether you have a way of collecting a multitude of shooters. If you have a monster grinder or have access to a lot of feathers, then you can pretty much miss Infinity for Mending. If not, you can get away with Infinity to reduce problems with the need to get
the shooter. However, you may end up breaking your bow if you don't have Mending, so weigh those advantages against whether you can easily work out another high end bow! The best crossbow fascinates with fast charge III – Increases the speed of your loading time on the crossbow. This is very useful if you need to Shot after being shot in the monsters.
Multishot - You Have this or piercing on your crossbow. It largely depends on if you fight enemies in packs or if they are in caves and lined up one by one. Most of the time your enemies are scattered, so Multishot is the best choice. Unbreaking III – Reduces the likelihood that your item has its durability reduced when used. Mending – Repairing your item if it
had its durability goes down when you collect the bullet experience. Best Axe, Pickaxe, &amp;; Shovel Enchantment Efficiency V – This will increase the speed at which you harvest material depending on the item it has been placed on. Unbreaking III – Reduces the likelihood that your item has its durability reduced when used. Mending – Repairing your item
if it had its durability goes down when you collect the bullet experience. Axe Only: Sharpness V - The axe is actually a pretty good weapon, it does more damage than a sword. Sharpening will help increase this damage if you use it for this purpose. Silk Touch or Fortune You can only have one of them on your harvesting tools, but they are both very useful for
a particular thing. Silk touch is useful if you want to move the whole block around and move them. Things like leaves, ice blocks, Glowstone, and more. So, if you're great at design and want to customize your area, you want at least one of your tools with Silk Touch. Fortune is the best all-around charm because you're more likely to be more likely to be
collecting resources, and it gives you an increased chance to multiply the drops you get from valuable resources like Diamond, Emerald, Nether Quartz, Lapis Lazuli, and many other things. They're pretty much more important on nods, but Silk Touch &amp; Fortune both have their uses on axes and blades. Best Elytra Enchantments Unbreaking III –
Reduces the likelihood that your item has its durability reduced when used. Mending – Repairing your item if it had its durability goes down when you collect the bullet experience. The best fishing pole Fascinates Bait III - Bait captivating reduces waiting times for catching fish. It's obviously a big advantage if you do a lot of fishing. Good Luck of the Sea III –
This reduces the chance to catch unwanted items, and increases the chance to catch treasure! Unbreaking III – Reduces the likelihood that your item has its durability reduced when used. Mending – Repairing your item if it had its durability goes down when you collect the bullet experience. Best Trident Enchantments Impaling V – This is only useful if you
are struggling with water mobs a lot. If not, you might as well not worry with it because it doesn't increase the damage from the land of monsters. Fidelity III - This is probably the best overall enchantment for Trident! When you throw your Trident, it's will automatically return it to you. The higher the level you have on it, the faster it will be for you. Channels –
This has some niche uses, but it's also very cool. What channeling does is that when you hit the crowd with a trident during a thunderstorm, it will strike lightning on the monster. This is useful for creating charged creepers that can help you farm mob heads... If you're in that kind of thing. Unbreaking III – Reduces the likelihood that your item has its durability
reduced when used. Mending – Repairing your item if it had its durability goes down when you collect the bullet experience. Before you go, be sure to check out our best Minecraft seeds and Minecraft Shaders posts to start your next game in style! Follow us on Twitter and Facebook to get updates on your favorite games! Games!
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